The more
you learn,
the more
you earn

Start with the
work you
find most
challenging
Plan
Ahead

Revise
Wisely

Break
revision
into
‘chunks’

Don’t put
it off!

February 2017

Year 11
Your subject teachers have compiled this booklet to help you
organise and structure your revision programme.
Please start by identifying all the topics that you need to revise
then add them to your revision calendar. Allow more time for
the areas you know you need to cover in more detail or make
up knowledge.
This should become a ‘working document’ with ticks to indicate
first, second, third …. revision periods.
Remember, if there is anything you are unsure of, ask.
On behalf of all your teachers, we are proud of your
achievements to date and look forward to celebrating success
with you on results day.
Remember, you will get the grades that you deserve. Make
sure you deserve the best.

Mr Hart

Subjects not mentioned in the following pages will provide
revision materials direct to students.

English
AQA English Language
Paper 1 : Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing
What’s assessed?
Section A: Reading – one literature fiction text
Section B: Writing – descriptive or narrative writing
Assessed by Written Exam: 1 hour 45 minutes = 80 marks (50% of GCSE)
Questions
Reading (40 marks) (25%)– one single text





1 short form question (1 x 4 marks)
2 longer form questions (2 x 8 marks)
1 extended question (1 x 20 marks)
Writing (40 marks) (25%)

Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives
What’s assessed?
Section A: Reading – one non-fiction text and one literary non-fiction text
Section B: Writing – writing to present a viewpoint
Assessed by Written Exam: 1 hour 45 minutes = 80 marks (50% of GCSE)
Questions
Reading (40 marks) (25%) – two linked texts





1 short form question (1 x 4 marks)
2 longer form questions (1 x 8, 1 x 12 marks)
1 extended question (1 x 16 marks)

Writing (40 marks) (25%)
1 extended writing question (24 marks for content, 16 marks for technical accuracy)
How to Revise: We strongly recommended students to use their white CGP English Language
workbooks to revise for both of the English Language exams as they contain a full range of practice
questions with handy tips and annotations. We also strongly recommended that students practice
reading a range of both high quality fiction (use the recommended reading list on Academy’s website for this) and non-fiction, such as online and printed newspaper articles. In addition, students
should practice their spellings, punctuation and grammar frequently, ensuring that they are working
hard to eliminate all careless errors.
There are also example papers available for students to practice with available on the AQA website:
http://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/english/gcse/english-language-8700/assessment-resources
Students can also use the KS3 sample packs on the website as these contain the same skill sets as
the actual test papers.

English Literature Revision - An Inspector Calls
You will be asked to write an essay about a character or a key theme in the play.
Revision:
Key quotations for each character;

Dramatic techniques used in the play and their effect;

The social/historical context, Priestley’s views and how these are reflected in the play;

Writing about texts using PEE;

Watch the YouTube version;

Re-read the play.
English Literature Revision - Shakespeare / 19th Century Novel
For these two papers you are given an extract from the text and are asked to comment on
how a theme is presented in both the extract and in the text as a whole. Practice this skill
by re-reading the texts, picking out key words and explaining their effect on the reader / audience. Revise the key themes of your text. Don’t forget to revise he social and historical
context and how this is shown and commented on; you can use BBC Bitesize to help with
this.
Suggestions for revision:
 Main themes such as: family, love, prejudice, anger, outsider, hatred, poverty
 Key quotations for each character
 The first and last chapter – the descriptive passage and how they link (first description in
section 1 and how it foreshadows future events)
 Key scenes in the novella / play
Main Topics

A Christmas Carol
Jekyll and Hyde
Romeo and Juliet

Sections to Revise
 Characters – personality and role in novel
 Themes
 Using Point Evidence Explain
 Plot structure
 Key quotations and key word analysis

√

√

√

English Literature Poetry: Power & Conflict
Section A : A question comparing 2 of the poems from the conflict section.
You will need to write about:

The theme of the poem;

The structure of the poem and its effect

The language used and its effect.
Revision: Key word analysis and links between poems. Use your exercise books and anothologies
to help you revise for this. BBC Bitesize also covers each of the poems in detail.
Section B: You will be asked to read and answer a question on a poem you have never read
before and then SECTION C compare another unseen poem to the first.
Revision:- Poetic techniques, key quotations.
Use: STEPS / MITSL

Or : Terrific Steps To Lit Success

Maths
Edexcel Mathematics GCSE (9-1)

Details

Value

Topic

Paper 1 - Non
Calculator

80 marks

Non Calculator paper
1 hour 30 minutes for both
Higher and Foundation papers

Paper 2 - Calculator

80 marks

Paper 3 - Calculator

80 marks

Revision Resources

Practice past papers
Calculator paper
MyMaths
1 hour 30 minutes for both
Diagnostic Questions
Higher and Foundation papers PiXL Maths App
Corbett Maths
Calculator paper
1 hour 30 minutes for both
Higher and Foundation papers

See next page for an overview of Foundation and Higher topics.
Also see your maths teacher for your self-assessment booklet.

Foundation Tier Topics
1

Integers and place value

2

Decimals

3

Indices, powers and roots

4

Factors, multiples and primes

5

Algebra: the basics

6
7

Expressions and substitution into formulae
Tables, charts and graphs

8

Pie charts

9

Scatter graphs

10

Fractions, decimals and percentages

11

Percentages

12

Equations and inequalities

13

Sequences

Higher Tier Topics
1

Calculations, checking and rounding

2

Indices, roots, reciprocals and hierarchy of

3

Factors, multiples, primes, standard form and

4

Algebra: the basics, setting up, rearranging

5

Sequences

6

Averages and range

7

Representing and interpreting data and scatter

8

Fractions and percentages

9

Ratio and proportion

10

Polygons, angles and parallel lines

11

Pythagoras’ Theorem and trigonometry

12

Graphs: the basics and real-life graphs

13

Linear graphs and coordinate geometry

15

Properties of shapes, parallel lines and
angle facts
Interior and exterior angles of polygons

16

Statistics, sampling and the averages

14

Quadratic, cubic and other graphs

17

Perimeter, area and volume

15

Perimeter, area and circles

18

Real-life graphs

16

3D forms and volume, cylinders, cones and

19

Straight-line graphs

20

Transformations

17

Accuracy and bounds

21

Ratio

18

Transformations

22

Proportion

19

Constructions, loci and bearings

20

Solving quadratic and simultaneous equations

23

21

Inequalities

24

Right-angled triangles: Pythagoras and
trigonometry
Probability

22

Probability

25

Multiplicative reasoning

23

Multiplicative reasoning

26

Plans and elevations

24

Similarity and congruence in 2D and 3D

27

Constructions, loci and bearings

25

Graphs of trigonometric functions

26
28

Quadratic equations: expanding and factorising

Further trigonometry

27

Collecting data

29

Quadratic equations: graphs

Cumulative frequency, box plots and

30

Circles, cylinders, cones and spheres

28

31

Fractions and reciprocals

32

Indices and standard form

29

Quadratics, expanding more than two
brackets, sketching graphs, graphs of circles,

33

Similarity and congruence in 2D

30

Circle theorems

34

Vectors

31

Circle geometry

35

Rearranging equations, graphs of cubic
and reciprocal functions and simultaneous
equations

32

Changing the subject of formulae (more
complex), algebraic fractions, solving
equations arising from algebraic fractions,

33

Vectors and geometric proof

34

Reciprocal and exponential graphs; Gradient

35

Direct and inverse proportion

14

SCIENCE
ALL STUDENTS:
CORE SCIENCE (OCR GATEWAY B)
BIOLOGY: B1, UNDERSTANDING ORGANISMS

B2, UNDERSTANDING ORGANISMS



















Fitness and health
Human health and diet
Staying healthy
The nervous system
Drugs and you
Staying in balance
Controlling plant growth
Variation and inheritance

Classification
Energy flow
Recycling
Interdependence
Adaptations
Natural selection
Population and pollution
sustainability

CHEMISTRY: C1, CARBON CHEMISTRY

C2, CHEMICAL RESOURCES



















making crude oil useful
using carbon fuels
clean air
making polymers
designer polymers
cooking and food additives
smells
paints and pigments

the structure of the earth
construction materials
metals and alloys
making cars
manufacturing chemicals – ammonia
acids and bases
fertilisers and crop yields
chemistry from the sea- sodium
chloride

PHYSICS: P1, ENERGY FOR THE HOME

P2, LIVING FOR THE FUTURE



















heating houses
keeping homes warm
a spectrum of waves
light and lasers
cooking and communicating with waves
data transmission
wireless signals
stable earth

collecting energy from the sun
generating electricity
global warming
fuels for power
nuclear radiations
exploring our solar system
threats to earth
big bang

ALL STUDENTS:
ADDITIONAL SCIENCE (OCR GATEWAY B)
BIOLOGY:









B3, LIVING AND GROWING

molecules of life
proteins and mutations
respiration
cell division
the circulatory system
growth and development
new genes for old
cloning

CHEMISTRY:









Rate of reaction 1
Rate of reaction 2
Rate of reaction 3
Reacting masses
Percentage yield and atom economy
Energy
Batch or continuous?
Allotropes of carbon and nanochemistry

PHYSICS:









C3, CHEMICAL ECONOMICS

P3, FORCES FOR TRANSPORT

Speed
Changing speed
Forces and motion
Work and power
Energy on the move
Crumple zones
Falling safely
The energy of games and theme rides

B4, IT’S A GREEN WORLD









ecology in the local environment
photosynthesis
leaves and photosynthesis
diffusion and osmosis
transport in cells
plants need minerals
decal
farming

C4, THE PERIODIC TABLE









Atomic structure
Ionic bonding
Covalent bonding
The group 1 elements
The group 7 elements
Transition elements
Metal structure and properties
Purifying and testing water

P4, RADIATION FOR LIFE









Sparks
Uses of electrostatics
Safe electricals
Ultrasound
What is radioactivity?
Uses of radioisotopes
Treatment
Fission and fusion

TRIPLE STUDENTS ONLY:
SEPARATE SCIENCES (OCR GATEWAY B)
BIOLOGY:









B5, THE LIVING BODY

Skeletons
Circulatory systems and the cardiac
cycle
Running repairs
Respiratory systems
Digestion
Waste disposal
Life goes on
Growth and repair

B6, BEYOND THE MICROSCOPE










Understanding microbes
Harmful microorganisms
Useful microorganisms
Biofuels
Life in soil
Microscopic life in water
Enzymes in action
Gene technology

CHEMISTRY: C5, HOW MUCH?
( QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS)

Moles and molar mass

Percentage composition and empirical
formulae

Quantitative analysis

Titrations

Gas volumes

Equilibria

Strong and weak acids

Ionic equations and precipitation

C6, CHEMISTRY OUT THERE

PHYSICS: P5, SPACE FOR REFLECTION

P6, ELECTRICITY FOR GADGETS



















satellites, gravity and circular motion
vectors and equations of motion
projectile motion
action and reaction
satellite communication
nature of waves
refraction of waves
optics










Electrolysis
Energy transfers – fuel cells
Redox reactions
Alcohols
Depletion of the ozone layer
Hardness of water
Natural fats and oils
detergents

resisting
sharing
it’s logical
even more logical
motoring
generating
transforming
charging

WORKSHOP - COLLECTIONS
DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN

2 weeks to go…

1 week to go…

Monday 6th
February

Monday 13th
February

Monday 20th
February

Monday 27th
February

Monday 6th
March

Monday 13th
March

Monday 20th
March

WEEK
4

WEEK
5

WEEK
6

WEEK
7

WEEK
8

WEEK
9

WEEK
10

COURSE
WORK
60%

DEVELOPMENT AND MATERIAL TESTS
SKETCHBOOK HAS
TO BE HANDED IN
AT THE END
OF THE EXAM…

ENSURE YOU ARE READY FOR THE EXAM – BUY
CANVASES/MATERIALS

HALF TERM – RESEARCH YOUR CHOSEN AREA
OF THE EXAM

RESPONSE TO GALLERY TRIP
WORKSHOPS –
MICHAEL BRENNAND-WOOD/GROWTH AND DECAY

EXAM – 40% – FINAL PIECE
10 HOURS SAT OVER 2 DAYS

Half way through exam period

Wednesday 1st Feb –
Trip to Tate Modern

Monday 30th
January

WEEK
3

WORKSHOPS –
GROWTH AND DECAY/MICHAEL BRENNAND-WOOD

Monday 23rd
January

WEEK
2

INTRO TO EXAM : LOOKING AT ARTISTS

Monday 16th
January

WEEK
1

Exam Title Revealed

ART

Business Communications

Exam & Date
Business
Communications
Unit 1
Wed 25/5/16
(9:30 AM)

Details
Value Topic
Business Communications Unit 1

Revision

45 Minutes

Practice past
papers
Revise Key Terms
– definition and
examples
Flash cards

25%

Multiple
choice
questions

Introduction to
Small Business
1. Spotting a
business
opportunity
2. Showing
Enterprise
3. Putting a
business idea
into practice
4. Making the start
-up effective

Business
Communications
Unit 4
Fri 10/6/16
(1:30 PM)

5. Understanding
the economic
context
Business Communications Unit 4
1 ½ hours
Written and
extended
essay
questions

50%

Business
Communications
1. Communication
2. Communication
with
stakeholders
3. Business
communication
models
4.Communicating
via the Web

After school revision - Please speak to Mr Clarke / Mr Hart

Use BC GCSE
Revision folder on
Google.
Use Quizlet App
and via internet to
practice key terms.
(See Mr Clarke for
access to Google
and Quizlet
resources.)

Practice past
papers
Revise Key Terms
– definition and
examples
Flash cards
Develop extended
essay techniques
Mind map sub
topics.
Use BC GCSE
Revision folder on
Google.

Catering










Key words and Catering terms
Revise all basic equipment such as fish slice, balloon whisk etc. Make sure
you know some specialist equipment that would be found in a kitchen. Revise
basic care of electrical equipment.
Healthy eating- carbohydrates, vitamins and minerals, proteins.
Different diets. Vegetarian, vegan, religious, medical, allergies etc
Cooking methods- boil, bake steam fry…..
Planning menus for different situations. What needs to be considered?
Basic recipe methods such as roux sauces, sponges, pastry etc.
Selection storage and cooking or all the main foods. Meat/fish/veg/dairy etc.



Job roles kitchen staff and front of house. What are their main responsibilities
and what qualities would they need?







Health and safety when completing food preparation
Temperatures - all key temperatures from frozen to serving hot food.
Health and safety at work including Environmental health officer.
Environmental issues. Recycle Reuse and Reduce
Communication and record keeping for example, ordering food, stock
taking, bookings in restaurant.

Everyone should have class notes from mock revision sessions and theory notes
from Year 10. Every one is welcome to collect an H/C book from me.
Remember the exam relates to theory work covered over the past two years and
practical skills you have developed from assessed practical sessions.
Past papers can be found at www.WJEC - go to past papers / Hospitality and
Catering. Select unit 2 for single catering students and unit 2 and 4 for double
award students.

Computer Science
Exam &
Date
CS Unit A
451
Wed 8/6/16
(9:30 AM)

Details

Value Topic

Revision

40%

Practice past papers
Revise Key Terms –
definition and
examples
Flash cards
Develop extended
essay techniques
Mind map sub topics.

CS Unit A 451
1 ½ hours
Multiple choice
questions
Written
questions and
Extended
essay type
questions.

Computer Systems
and Programming
1. Fundamentals of
computer systems
2. Computing hardware
CPU
Binary Logic
Memory
Input & output
devices
Secondary storage
3. Software
4. Representation of
data in computer
systems
Units
Characters
Images
Sound
Instructions
5. Databases
The database
concept
The DBMS
Relanal databases
6. Computer
communications and
networking
Networks
The internet

7. Programming
Algorithms
Programming
languages
Control flow in
imperative
languages
Handling data in
algorithms
Testing
After school revision - Please speak to Mr Clarke.

Use CS GCSE
Revision Hub folder
on Google.

Drama

Dates and details of any other
key assessments

WHAT you should be regularly
revisiting / studying for this
subject

WHAT should / could you be
regularly revisiting / studying for
this subject

Details of any additional support
available (websites / revision
etc…)

Unit 3 - Performance Unit
‘From Concept to Creation’
40%

11th May 2016
Visiting examiner in school
Students have been issued with the
examination stimulus material . It is exciting
and challenging. After half-term, all lessons
and home learning will focus on preparing for
the examiner’s visit. Students are expected to
read around the stimulus material. This
could be researching the playwright, themes
or other interpretations. Students should also
explore the playwright’s performance style.
In addition, students should continue to
explore different drama strategies and
research drama practitioners.

The Drama Studio will be available for after
school rehearsals from March to May 2016.



Top Teacher Tip







Learn your lines very early on so you
can focus on drama techniques.
Develop clear characters.
Use a variety of techniques.
Focus in groups.
Perform with energy and commitment.
Remember, you are assessed
individually; GO FOR IT!

GEOGRAPHY
EDEXCEL GEOGRAPHY A
Revised

Unit 1 - Geographical skills and challenges - 25% of overall mark 1 hour exam
Geographical skills
Label and annotate diagrams, maps, graphs, photographs and sketches
Ordnance Survey map skills
Interpret patterns and distributions of human and physical features.
Graphical skills
Interpret a variety of graphs, including those located on maps and topological diagrams
Construct and complete a variety of graphs, charts and maps
Challenges for the planet
How and why climate has changed since the last ice age.
The causes of current climate change on a local and global scale
The negative effects that climate change is having on the environment and people on a local and global scale.

The responses to climate change, from a local to a global scale
Definitions and interpretations of sustainable development.
The development of policies by large organisations to make them more sustainable
The management of transport in urban areas, including the public versus private debate
The effects of resource extraction from tropical rainforests and their management.
Revised

Unit 2 - The Natural Environment - 25% of overall mark 1 hour 15 min exam
Coasts
Types of wave: constructive and destructive
Weathering processes
Erosion processes
Landforms on the coast: cliffs and wave-cut platforms, headlands and bays
Formation of caves, arches, stacks and stumps - Dorset
Longshore drift - process and impact on the coast
The formation of beaches, spits and bars.
Impact of fetch, geology and coastal management on cliff recession
The effects of coastal recession on people and the environment.
Predicting and preventing the effects of coastal flooding by forecasting, building design, planning and education.

The types of hard and soft engineering used on the coastline of the UK and the advantages and
disadvantages of these techniques
How the coast is managed in a named location - Holderness

Rivers
Drainage basin keywords: watershed, confluence, tributary, source and mouth.
The impact of weathering, erosion and mass movement on rivers
Change in width, depth, velocity, discharge and gradient of a river and its valley from source to mouth.
The formation of interlocking spurs, waterfalls, meanders, river-cliffs, oxbow lakes, flood plains and levees.

The physical and human causes of river flooding.
The effects of river flooding on people and the environment
Prediction and prevention of the effects of river flooding by forecasting, building design, planning and education.

The types of hard and soft engineering used to control rivers in the UK and the advantages and disadvantages of these techniques
How a river is managed in a named location

GEOGRAPHY
EDEXCEL GEOGRAPHY A
Revised

Unit 2 - The Natural Environment (Continued)
Tectonic Landscapes
World distribution of earthquakes and volcanoes.
The reasons why earthquakes and volcanoes occur where they do.
Destructive plate boundaries - what happens and the landforms and hazards created
Constructive plate boundaries - what happens and the landforms and hazards created
Collision plate boundaries - what happens and the landforms and hazards created
Conservative plate boundaries - what happens and the landforms and hazards created
Diagrams to show the characteristics of the focus and epicentre of an earthquake
The Mercalli and Richter scales
The reasons why people continue to live in areas of volcanic and earthquake activity
The causes and effects of a volcanic eruption or an earthquake on people and the environment, in a
named location
Prediction and prevention of the effects of volcanic eruptions and earthquakes by forecasting, the
design of buildings and defences, planning and education

A Watery World
The differences between the water consumption of LICs and HICs and the differences between domestic, agriculture and industry usage.
Causes of increasing water consumption.
Water surplus and deficit on a world scale, related to global rainfall patterns.
Water supply problems in HICs.
Water supply problems in LICs.
The management of water usage in HICs, in domestic, industrial and agricultural contexts
The management of water usage in LICs, including appropriate technology for water supply in small
communities
The management of water resources, using a case study of a dispute between countries, or areas
within a country, over water transfer
The management of water resources, using a case study of a water-management scheme, showing
why the scheme was necessary and its effects

Revised

Unit 3 - The Human Environment - 25% of overall mark 1 hour 15 minute exam
Economic Change
Importance of the primary, secondary and tertiary sectors in countries at different levels of
development; change over time and space.
Reasons for the decline in numbers employed in the primary sector in the UK, including: depletion of
resources, cheap imports, mechanisation, social change.
Reasons for the decline in the secondary sector in the UK, including: globalisation and cheaper
production overseas, mechanisation, government policies
A study of the growth of the secondary sector in China
Reasons for the dramatic growth of the tertiary sector since 1970.
Factors affecting the location of primary, secondary and tertiary activity illustrate these factors by
reference to an activity in each sector.
The costs and benefits of de-industrialisation in rural areas.

GEOGRAPHY
EDEXCEL GEOGRAPHY A
Unit 3 - The Human Environment (Continued)

Revised

Settlement change
Settlement functions and change - at least one example of such change for a UK settlement
Changes to rural communities caused by: counter-urbanisation and the depopulation of remote rural
areas.
The changing land use in urban areas in the UK and reasons - demand for more housing and
deindustrialisation
The reasons for (social, economic and political) and consequences of the need for more housing,
including the use of brownfield and greenfield sites, and urban sprawl.
The consequences of deindustrialisation, including the redevelopment and renewal of derelict and
brownfield sites.
The advantages and disadvantages of brownfield and greenfield sites
Reasons for the rapid growth of urban areas in LICs.
Case study of an LIC urban area to assess the effects of this rapid growth - Cairo

Population change
The growth and distribution of global population.
Reasons for changes to birth and death rates, including study of the demographic transition model
The physical and human factors affecting the distribution and density of population in China and the UK.
How two countries cope with contrasting population problems, one trying to increase and the other trying
to decrease the birth rate - Singapore and China
Comparison of population pyramids for three countries at different levels of development
The consequences of youthful and ageing populations.
Case study of the advantages, disadvantages and consequences of an ageing population within a
country -UK or Japan

A Tourist's World
Different types of tourism.
The social, economic and political causes of the growth in tourism
The variety of physical and human attractions that resorts offer.
The Butler model of resort development with case study - Blackpool
The positive and negative impacts of the tourist industry in countries at different stages of development.
A case study of an eco-tourist destination to show how tourism can protect the environment and benefit
the local community - Uganda.

Remember – read each question carefully and be familiar with the command words
(describe, explain, etc).
Revision:
Geography revision guide and workbook

Revision sessions - Wednesday’s after school

Past papers - find them online, make sure you look up Edexcel
GCSE Geography A.

Revision in class after Easter

History
Overview of exam / controlled
assessment components
Final examination topics

WHAT you should be
regularly revisiting / studying
for this subject

Details of any additional
support available (websites /
revision etc…)

One Controlled Assessment (25% of final mark) during
Year 10.
Two exams, worth 30% & 45% of the final mark in May/
June 2016.
The American West 1840-95 & Medicine Through Time
(45%), 2 hours
Public Health in Britain - Source Paper (30%), 1 hour 30
minutes
October:
 Egyptians/Greek/Roman Medicine
 The beliefs of the Plains Indians
November:
 Medieval medicine: Hospitals & the Black Death
 Early Settlers: Mountain Men, Pioneers, Mormons,
Miners & Manifest Destiny
December:
 Renaissance: Harvey, Vesalius & Paré
 Cattlemen & Cowboys
January:
 Battle against infectious disease – Jenner, Pasteur &
Koch
 The Homesteaders
February:
 Surgery: Simpson & Lister.
 Law & Order
March:
 Public health (with a particular focus on the 1800s)
 The Struggle for the Plains – The Wars
April:
 Women in Medicine
May/June:
 Revise all 17 main individuals in medicine.
 The American West 1840-95: Revise all of the
aforementioned topic areas.
www.ocr.org.uk
BBC History pages www.schoolhistory.co.uk
www.getrevising.co.uk

Top Tip

Start your revision now because there’s a lot of content
to learn.
Tackle your toughest topics first!

Continued on next page….

History

(Continued)

Remember – be familiar with the style/wording of questions and follow the
instructions given. Use the number of marks on offer to inform how much you
write.
The examination questions are designed to test a number of key things:






Your knowledge of the topic(s) and context of the evidence (sources) presented in
the paper
Your ability to compare and contrast evidence presented
Your ability to evaluate the usefulness and reliability of sources
Your ability to make judgements/decisions on the basis of the evidence presented
Your ability to argue a case, supporting it with evidence/knowledge of the context

Typical Questions:


















‘How far do these sources prove?’
‘Are you surprised by this source?’
‘How useful is this source?’
‘How far does this source explain?’
‘In what ways is this source useful?’
‘Briefly describe how’
‘Explain why’
‘Explain how’
‘Explain the causes of’
‘How far do you agree with this statement? Explain your answer’
‘Why do these sources give such different impressions?’
‘Why was this cartoon published?’
‘Were these two sources published for the same reason?’
‘Why was ……….? Use the source and your knowledge to explain your answer’
‘Who was more important …………….?’
‘Which was more important ….?’
‘Why was this source published in (date)?’

So, the key words to look out for and react to:






How far ……….
How useful ……..
Describe
Explain
Agree

ICT

Exam & Date
ICT Unit 1
Wed 18/5/16
(9:30 AM)

Details
ICT Unit 1

Value

Topic

1 ½ hours

40%

Living in A
Digital World

Multiple
choice
questions
Written
questions
and Extended
essay type
questions.

1. Personal digital
devices

2. Connectivity
3. Operating
online
4. Online goods
and services
5. Online
communities
6. Issues

Revision

Practice past papers
Revise Key Terms –
definition and examples
Flash cards

Use ICT GCSE Revision
folder on Google. (See Mr
Clarke for access.)

MFL - French
Overview of exam / controlled assessment components
Controlled assessment writing - March 2017.
Exams on Tuesday 16th May 2017 - 1 x listening paper (higher or foundation) and
1 x reading paper (higher or foundation). Each exam is worth 20% of the final
mark.
Both exams will include questions covering health, relationships, social issues, education, career plans, hobbies, holidays, new technologies, home, town, local area
and environmental issues.
Revision:



Sit as many past papers as possible (they are available to download from
AQA.org.uk).
Use your vocabulary booklet to revise and learn - try to learn 5 new words
every day.
Use Linguascope.com (intermediate or beginner level)
and Languagesonline.org.uk

Music
Revision for Music is the topics that have been covered in lessons. Students will
also need to use the CGP AQA exam revision book to reinforce prior learning:









Baroque Orchestral Music
The Concerto
The Sonata
Blues
1960's music
Rock music
Film Music
Indian Music.

All students have been supplied with an exam revision booklet to complement the
above topics.
All students should learn (and know the definitions) at least four keywords per day
from the AQA Music revision booklet given to all students in class. There is an
electronic version available on ShowMyHomework. Parents/carers are encouraged
to support their son/daughter in learning these words; it will help them to prepare
fully for the listening exam.
There are keyword quizzes available on ShowMyHomework that need to be
completed even if they have been done before – you cannot practise too much!
The next mock exam will be on Tuesday 21st February.
They have been given useful websites to use:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/subjects/zpf3cdm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/gcsebitesize/music/elements_of_music/
instrumentationrev1.shtml
http://www.memrise.com/course/256506/aqa-gcse-music-key-terms/

Physical Education

Physical Education (Continued)

Physical Education (Continued)

Physical Education (Continued)

Physical Education (Continued)

Product Design

Written paper - 120 marks : 2 hours (40% of final mark)
Section A: Approximately 30 marks - Designing section:- brief/theme released in
March.
Section B: Approximately 90 marks - Theory sections:- all topics on revision topic
list on following pages.
Revision:



Example questions to complete and research
Use of revision topic lists, home learning tasks and lessons.

Advice: Use your revision guide to help you with the topics. GCSE Bitesize
and other websites are also useful. You will need to use subject vocabulary including, correct spelling and meanings.

Product Design
Topic
Section A
(Designing)

Content
Promotional packaging for a drinks container. Easter research home learning
& class work to study for this section.
Paper and Card


Common types



Properties – media and communication, manufacturing/modelling



Common components



Lamination (e.g. food packaging)



Stock Forms



Sources and processes

Wood

Materials



Common timbers



Common manufactured boards



Properties and uses



Stock forms



Sources and processes

New Materials



Types



Nano materials + integrated technology

Combining and Manipulating



Types



How it is combined / uses

Product Manufacture



How a range of materials cut, shaped, formed



Quality control and quality assurance



Working schedules – flow charts, product plans

Methods of Production
Processes
and
Manufacture



Scales – one off, batch, continuous, mass, just in time

CAD/CAM



Just in time manufacturing




Video conferencing, stock control, data transfer, remote
Manufacturing
Computer numeric control (CNC) manufacturing



How CAM is used in manufacturing



CAD/CAM advantages and disadvantages

Covered? √

Product Design (Continued)
Topic

Content
Human Factors



Anthropometrics and ergonomics



5th and 95th percentile



Use of colour and their messages/moods

Social, economic and ethnic groups (disabled, elderly, religious)



Layouts – working triangle, production lines, assembly lines

Safety

Design in the
Human
Context



Relevance of safety



Moral and legal responsibility



Product tests – safe for the user



Risk assessments at all stages of designing and making

Quality



Suitable quality for the user



Relation to cost, social factors



Testing to indicate ways of improvement

Consumer Issues



How products are evaluated – Which? Magazine



BSI, ISO



Legislation

Ethical, environmental, sustainability issues



Fair trade, product miles, carbon footprint, 6 Rs



Environmentally friendly products



Recycling and reusing of materials – identification, sorting,
processing
Evolution
Design and
Market
Influence



Design movements (1900 – present)



Development of ideas, materials, technologies, manufacturing
Processes
Market pull and technology push



Covered? √

Religious Studies

Revision Topics:Unit 2:


Animal Rights



Prejudice



Planet Earth



Early Life

Unit 3:


Drug Abuse



Crime and Punishment



Rich and Poor in British Society



Elderly and Death

